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Meet the Researchers: Hyun-Jun Kim, Phd, MSW 

Hyun-Jun Kim, PhD, is a Senior Research Scientist at the School of Social 
Work, University of Washington and Project Director of Aging with 
Pride: National Health, Aging, and Sexuality/Gender Study (NHAS) and 
Aging with Pride: Innovations in Dementia, Empowerment and Action 
(IDEA). 

My journey in the US began in 1999 when I left my home country, South 
Korea, to attend the graduate school of Arizona State University to earn 
my MSW. The first three years provided invaluable opportunities that 
helped me to understand the value of diversity, human agency, and 
equity which inspired me to pursue a career in social work research. I 
was drawn to the commitment of UW’s School of Social Work in 
promoting social justice and empowerment of disadvantaged 
populations. I earned my PhD in 2009 and continued my journey as 
Research Scientist at UW. My wife, Seong-Yun, has been my friend and 
my support for over 20 years, and we are parents of two teens, Tayne 
and Dahryn. I enjoy cooking, coffee, music, reading, camping, playing 
tennis, and spending time with family and friends. 

My research interests include: health disparities in historically disadvantaged older adult communities 
and the role of human agency, multiple identities (particularly sexual and gender identity and 
race/ethnicity), and social relationships. Currently I serve as Project Director/Co-Investigator on two 
federally funded studies: NHAS, the first longitudinal study of LGBTQ older adults across the US examining 
modifiable factors predicting health and quality of life, and IDEA, a clinical trial study testing an 
intervention for improving physical functioning and quality of life of LGBTQ older adults with dementia 
and their care partners. I am also a Multiple Principal Investigator on an intervention study for older adults 
living alone with dementia who do not have care support. Additionally, I am a Fellow of the Gerontological 
Society of America. My scholarship has had a significant impact on the field of social work and other 
disciplines including gerontology and public health publishing more than 30 publications in 
internationally-circulated journals and participating in more than 40 conference papers. 

 

Continued on next page… 
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Hyun-Jun Kim’s Publications: 

Kim, H.-J., Jen, S., & Fredriksen-Goldsen, K. I. (2017). Race/ethnicity and health-related quality of life 
among LGBT older adults. The Gerontologist 57(S1), S30-S39. 

Kim, H.-J., Fredriksen-Goldsen, K. I., Bryan, A. E. B., & Muraco, A. (2017). Social network types and 
mental health among LGBT older adults. The Gerontologist 57(S1), S84-S94. 

Lee, J. J., Kim, H.-J., & Fredriksen Goldsen, K. (2019). The Role of Immigration in the Health of Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Older Adults in the United States. The International Journal of Aging and 
Human Development, 89(1), 3–21. 

                   Hyun-Jun and family 

 

Research News and… 

We are pleased to announce the funding of the Young Adult Study. Dr. Kevin Haggerty at SDRG is a 
Multiple PI along with Dr. Mark Eddy (NYU). This 5-year grant (about $2.5 million) will examine the 
impact of a 12.5-year-long, relationship-based, professional mentoring program, Friends of the Children 
(FOTC), within the context of an existing multisite randomized controlled trial (RCT; FOTC versus 
control).  

The research trial (The Child Study) was funded by NIH through NICHD from 2007-2013. The study uses a 
rigorous RCT design that includes two assessments of all of the active participants in The Child Study (N 
= 259), a sample of low-income, ethnically diverse, at-risk, urban youth. SDRG will also collect data from 
caregivers and administrative staff from schools, and other records at the endpoint. Implementation 
data collected by FOTC will also be used in the analysis. Using intent-to-treat analyses, this study will 
examine program impacts in three primary outcomes—avoidance of involvement in juvenile justice, 
graduation from high school or obtaining a GED, and delaying parenthood into young adulthood, at the 
program endpoint and 2 years later. We will explore whether hypothesized mechanisms of increased 
social capital mediate the relationships between intervention and outcomes. Finally, we will examine 
the relationship between various levels of program involvement in FOTC and program impact. We are 
excited to work with Friends of the Children on this important study. 
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Congratulations to Dr. Clara Berridge and study team! Their new article in JAMDA won the Mather 
Institute Innovative Research on Aging Bronze Award. The study team has donated the award money to 
the Pike Market Senior Center so that they can continue to provide meals to its members. A description 
of the research study will be featured in a brief report written for a senior living audience, highlighting 
key findings and implications for operations.  

Berridge, C., Lima, J., Schwartz, M., Bishop, C., Miller, S.C. (2020). Leadership, staff empowerment and 
the retention of nursing assistants: findings from a survey of U.S. nursing homes. J Am Med Dir Assoc 

Recent Research Publications:  

Bishop, A., Walker, S., Herting, J., & Hill, K. (2020). Neighborhoods and health during the transition to 
adulthood: A scoping review. Health & Place, 63. Advanced online publication. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.healthplace.2020.102336 

Rhew, I. C., Fleming, C. B., Tsang, S., Horn, E., Kosterman, R., & Duncan, G. E. (2020). Neighborhood 
deprivation moderates shared and unique environmental influences on hazardous drinking: Findings 
from a cross-sectional co-twin study. Substance Use and Misuse, Advance online publication. 
doi: 10.1080/10826084.2020.1756332 

Important Travel News for Researchers: 

Per the 20 March 2020 communication from Provost Richards to the UW community, the UW has 
restricted all official international travel until further notice. Moreover, the process for requesting 
waivers from those restrictions was suspended effective that same date. Since the 20 March 
communication, it has become apparent that some essential and time-sensitive international research 
may be hindered or prevented by this restriction. In turn, there needs to be a way for researchers to 
apply for exceptional travel waivers under the current policy. Provost Richards has now approved a 
process for researchers to submit travel waiver applications as exceptions to the current policy.  

Researchers seeking an exceptional travel waiver should do the following: 

• Secure written sponsorship/endorsement from the relevant Dean attesting to the fact that the 
research-related travel is essential in that cannot be postponed or delayed, and must 
commence while the current UW travel restriction policy is still in effect. 

• Send the request and Dean’s endorsement to Vice Provost Mary Lidstrom in the UW Office of 
Research at lidstrom@uw.edu with the subject line “International Travel Waiver Request”. 

• Concurrently, researchers should complete a travel waiver application 
• The UW Office of Research will review the request to confirm that the travel is essential and 

then forward the request to ITRASC 
• ITRASC will review the request once the travel waiver application AND confirmation from Dean 

and the Office of Research have been received. 
• ITRASC will make a recommendation to the Provost who makes the final decision to approve or 

deny the request. 

Researchers seeking an exceptional travel waiver should also be aware of the following: 

• Prior to, during, and upon their return from international travel, researchers should monitor the 
latest UW information regarding COVID-19 and comply with the latest UW guidance for 
returning international travelers. For further information they should send an email to 
travelemergency@uw.edu. 

For more information on this please click HERE 

https://studyabroad.washington.edu/index.cfm?FuseAction=Security.LoginWizardStepOne
https://www.washington.edu/coronavirus/#travel
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Research Funding, Fellowships, Internships and Job Opportunities:  

 From NIH: 

NIH Weekly Table of Contents for 2019  

List of all active NIH grant opportunities 

COVID-19 Funding and Funding Opportunities 

Selected Grant Opportunities: 

Provost Bridge Funding Program 
Deadline: May 1 15, 2020 
The Provost's Office provides bridge funding to support faculty to span the gap in critical research 
programs. Faculty with a track record of extramural funding who have lost all of their research support 
at the time of the Bridge application, or who will lose all of their research support within six months of 
the Bridge application deadline. Junior faculty with a record of productivity who have exhausted their 
startup funds, but who have not yet obtained their first research funding (including an RRF award) either 
as a PI or as a co-investigator. A facility providing a key resource to multiple faculty that has lost 
extramural support. One faculty member should submit the proposal on behalf of the team.  

Awards are a maximum of $50K for one year (from the Provost), and a 1:1 matching commitment is 
required. Please note (in regard to the 1:1 required matching commitment outlined below) that the 
school doesn’t always have the match the money. These programs are not intended to initiate new 
research projects. For those needs, researchers should apply to the Royalty Research Fund seed grant 
program. 

Also, please remember: SSW must be able to match bridge funds, so if you are planning to apply for 
this, please contact Associate Dean Levy prior to submission! 

Russel Sage Foundation 
Deadline: May 21, 2020 
Because of the effects of COVID-19 on all facets of American life, the Russell Sage Foundation is 
changing its immediate priorities for letters of inquiry for the May 21, 2020, deadline. For this deadline, 
RSF will only consider LOIs that satisfy at least one of the following criteria: 
(a) The research is so timely and time-sensitive that the project must start before April 1, 2021; or, 
(b) the research analyzes social, political, economic, or psychological disruptions resulting from the 
coronavirus crisis that affect social and living conditions in the United States. 

Research on Biopsychosocial Factors of Social Connectedness and Isolation on Health, Wellbeing, Illness, 
and Recovery 
Deadline: June 8, 2020, March 17, 2021 
This funding opportunity announcement (FOA) invites research projects that seek to explain the 
underlying mechanisms, processes, and trajectories of social relationships and how these factors affect 
outcomes in human health, illness, recovery, and overall wellbeing. Types of projects submitted under 
this FOA include studies that prospectively assign human participants to conditions (i.e., experimentally 
manipulate independent variables) and that assess biomedical and/or behavioral outcomes in humans 
to understand fundamental aspects of phenomena related to social connectedness and isolatedness.  

NIMHD Supports Sleep Disparities Research 
Deadline: July 14, 2020 
Sleep is an important determinant of overall health. However, 30% to 40% of adults and 65% to 80% of 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WgpKCumBLTM-PclghfiB1BNZC9D2Wuh9t3JHJGGlVUipqtGyZaRHnNHnsb1TL9cd2WxFegIRKMNUmePhighQmMaUUf8T1dmhRnkm2CUioY-H1b5qSj1H2HxKseUtkSs0LyaMRFX5U68xWFAiiGNennysE_G3c0WRUepvDDKpYtMaUr4v1m5CvpOi4MUxadLaI5ZQ3gsIG3CHclFoncJS2V59mQQEpc6AtBGSgiDKLE0=&c=YQn8XCEUWmUt69Ld1Qx7YYbkNMwE2UGDLSqUns9M1AmTomb30xHtIQ==&ch=qZGt-MEwDNkVwvr9WFH0sCGQw0gXcp9SsY8Aklz5rPiUjFeu6DWrYw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WgpKCumBLTM-PclghfiB1BNZC9D2Wuh9t3JHJGGlVUipqtGyZaRHnIkU6fiid2oh5cSaoUGI-k4zMwHeoPE02bOj-64LRU_ZBd6htTpWENiQawkLbavMXFblKF09wzxcsyP56aoHHEVTdJZi02h4iU2T-A95fVksTZW9Vw62jRSzS87gZDv6b-Q8IShn_4T2hkPccC-4JVpfFw_i5Hem_4ybTJe-AwF90u1leYmvkI6NYqABvD1HE8qa2Da5e1zHAkwv1sdOWLfpAQZOoBOCSICpXq5OZRaE37Rbth3EjCVUXhbugqKDGWGGxK-zBns0nv5ARhtsYagrWKIPeiZFuagB5NAFJF1Pe_eniMtM4e-t6jQ5RXclZTv3a5TyTqP_l2_pABZ3dwJJZJSdYj96SK96lnmyooNaWf6vE1byym79zld3jgLxP4SZKruIQM5SWxHrvhX-0lqBuk0Mf594p4q_y648I_yUUT5YF24M2X3frvbTB9kAnkDc6EeKWuoBOhLcc0MUTMM5XXYEeXwI9tnd2wdmgG05PvfHc8WsqTcyaRaB7YY0rYnGUYsBG17EJge2i4K29vacdOgvU4f0-dpBlirCy2wNuYs5DPLge0P3PwGfU-x2k-eV3QhuEpEEkxB3Vw561I5UItld8T-aNGkNmkSxLTCJ_clbO0Lh2wru1PrWcsCMXVDYw3riUo_I2OQlYob9_K-IPFQI3Yrip3bM1PQ837kFraNHKCWID4yr6tau2a3w6owPAwl6RNRoGVEwCLonc4o=&c=YQn8XCEUWmUt69Ld1Qx7YYbkNMwE2UGDLSqUns9M1AmTomb30xHtIQ==&ch=qZGt-MEwDNkVwvr9WFH0sCGQw0gXcp9SsY8Aklz5rPiUjFeu6DWrYw==
https://nexus.od.nih.gov/all/2020/04/13/covid-19-funding-and-funding-opportunities/
https://www.washington.edu/research/or/bridge-funding-program/
https://www.russellsage.org/how-to-apply/application-deadlines
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-384.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-384.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-20-164.html?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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adolescents in the United States report sleep deficiencies. Racial and ethnic minority populations and 
socioeconomically disadvantaged populations have the highest prevalence of sleep deficiency.  

Pre-Doctoral Fellowship in Social Work Neuroscience and Clinical Research on Behavioral Health 
Interventions 
Deadline: Applications open until fellowship is awarded 
Eric Garland, PhD, Associate Dean for Research at the University of Utah College of Social Work and 
Director of the Center on Mindfulness and Integrative Health Intervention Development, is seeking 
clinically-trained social work PhD students for a fellowship in social work neuroscience and clinical 
research on behavioral health interventions. Pre-doctoral fellows will assist in Federally-funded 
research; faculty at the University of Utah College of Social Work are currently conducting research 
projects funded by NIH -National Institute of Drug Abuse, NIH-National Center for Complementary and 
Integrative Health, NIH-National Institute on Aging, National Institute on Justice, the National Science 
Foundation, the Department of Defense, and Patient Center Research Outcomes Institute (PCORI).  

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Evidence for Action: Investigator-Initiated Research to Build a Culture 
of Health 
Deadline: Open 
Evidence for Action (E4A), a national program of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), funds 
research that expands the evidence needed to build a Culture of Health. A Culture of Health is broadly 
defined as one in which good health and well-being flourish across geographic, demographic, and social 
sectors; public and private decision-making is guided by the goal of fostering equitable communities; 
and everyone has the opportunity to make choices that lead to healthy lifestyles.  

Scholarships available for excellent training institute in July! 
Applications are now being accepted for the 2020 mHealth Training Institute (mHTI) to be held at the 
University of California, Los Angeles from July 26 – 31, 2020. The week-long, residential program blends 
“deep dives” into the latest mHealth technologies and methodologies with team-science projects to 
provide the selected scholars with the transdisciplinary knowledge, competencies and collaborative 
networks required to tackle “wicked” healthcare problems.   

For the most current COVID-19 updates, please visit the following link:  
COVID-19 Daily Updates 

Remember, all personnel should stay home if they experience any symptoms including fever, cough, 
or difficulty breathing. It is also advisable to encourage limiting physical contact with others, such as 
hand-shaking (substitute elbow bumps or bows) and sharing of food. Finally, the most effective 
prevention measure is frequent, thorough hand-washing. 

Guidance for Returning to In-Person Research 

Mitigating Impacts to Research Activities Due to COVID-19 – Updated 

The latest policy announcements and resources developed by NIH in response to the 
disruptions caused by COVID-19: 

Please bookmark the COVID-19 Information for NIH Applicants and Recipients of NIH Funding page and 
check it regularly for updated policy announcements and FAQs. We encourage you to contact your 
program official or grants management specialist for any questions and concerns not addressed on the 
central website, and to notify them of any significant issues regarding your studies or protocols. 
 
COVID-19 Pandemic Resources | COSSA 

https://socialwork.utah.edu/jobs/posts/2019/pre-doctoral-fellowship-cmiind.php
https://socialwork.utah.edu/jobs/posts/2019/pre-doctoral-fellowship-cmiind.php
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding-opportunities/2019/evidence-for-action-investigator-initiated-research-to-build-a-culture-of-health.html?rid=0034400001rm6ruAAA&et_cid=1878777
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/funding-opportunities/2019/evidence-for-action-investigator-initiated-research-to-build-a-culture-of-health.html?rid=0034400001rm6ruAAA&et_cid=1878777
https://mhti.md2k.org/
https://huddle.uwmedicine.org/news/covid-19-update
https://www.washington.edu/research/or/guidance-for-returning-to-in-person-research/
https://www.washington.edu/research/announcements/mitigating-impacts-to-research-activities-due-to-covid-19/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__grants.nih.gov_grants_natural-5Fdisasters_corona-2Dvirus.htm&d=DwMFAg&c=ZQs-KZ8oxEw0p81sqgiaRA&r=zN0GrfVtJtACTHhgDiC24g&m=luC1Z7pohqj9x3D7p6WJkU8VU1cp0XulHdDCa6VVV5c&s=lpUzUhrI6rGzEe43NG_CC1HJtLe-LEru4S8_FxfMGso&e=
https://www.cossa.org/resources/covid-19/
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Covid-19 and the Social Sciences - Covid-19 and the Social Sciences - Social Science Research Council 
(SSRC) 

NIH LATE APPLICATION POLICY Due to Public Health Emergency for United States for 2019 Novel 
Coronavirus (COVID-19)  

General Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - Proposal Submission and Award Management Related to 
COVID-19 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) COVID-19 Flexibilities for Applicants and Recipients 

COGR's FAQs and Resources on COVID-19's Impact to Federal Awards 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) About the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) for National Science 
Foundation (NSF) Proposers and Awardees 

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19): Information for NIH Applicants and Recipients of NIH Funding 

ITHS COVID-19 Research Resources 

Human Subject Division: COVID-19 and Human Subjects Research 

SSW Instructor/Researcher Information 

Upcoming Research Events of Possible Interest: 
 

49th Annual Psychology Ph.D. Research Festival zoom event 
May 27, 9:00am-1:00pm – online 
Please stay tuned for the schedule, abstract program, and zoom meeting links. Please visit and 
bookmark the resfest website for information. We will be adding to it in the weeks to come! 
Find more information here 

UW Alacrity Center presents 
Remote Research: How to do longitudinal remote (mobile) clinical research 
Online – already recorded 
This is the second webinar in our Remote Research Series. Dr. Pat Arean and Dr. Abhi Pratap presented 
it on April 30, 2020. 
Find the recording here 

 

UW Alacrity Center presents 
Remote Research: tips & tools for facilitating user research 
Online – already recorded 
Webinar presented by Emily Friedman on April 7, 2020. 
Find the recording here 

Conferences, Trainings and Workshops: 

The 20th Research and Evaluation Conference on Self-Sufficiency (RECS)  
May 27 - 29, 2020 - online 

Organized by the Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation (OPRE) in the Administration for Children 
and Families (ACF), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, RECS is free and open to the public. 
ACF will release a Call for Proposals for the 2020 RECS in summer 2019. In the meantime, find more 

https://covid19research.ssrc.org/
https://covid19research.ssrc.org/
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-082.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-082.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-083.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-20-083.html
https://grants.nih.gov/faqs#/covid-19.htm?anchor=question55772
https://www.cogr.edu/cogrs-faqs-and-resources-covid-19s-impact-federal-awards
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2020/nsf20053/nsf20053.jsp?WT.mc_id=USNSF_80
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2020/nsf20053/nsf20053.jsp?WT.mc_id=USNSF_80
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/natural_disasters/corona-virus.htm
https://www.iths.org/blog/news/new-iths-covid-19-research-resources/
https://www.washington.edu/research/hsd/covid-19/
https://socialwork.uw.edu/instructor-information
https://psych.uw.edu/events?trumbaEmbed=view%3Devent%26eventid%3D144680189
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0_HUi1TiFs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9oVj3JNfq4&feature=youtu.be
http://recsconference.net/
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information about the 2020 RECS and past conferences on the RECS website. 

University of Michigan Wed-based Certificate in Mixed Methods Research 
Mondays and Wednesdays in June 2020 - Online 

This 30-hour program is designed for researchers and practitioners who are interested in learning more 
about the integration of qualitative and quantitative research methods and data, commonly used data 
collection methods and procedures, popular data analysis techniques used in the applied professions, 
and effective approaches to research conducted in practice settings. Special emphasis will be placed on 
increasing each participant's ability to critique theoretical foundations of research, form qualitative and 
quantitative research questions, create study designs that answer mixed methods research questions, 
and integrate qualitative and quantitative datasets for analysis and interpretation. 

Summer Mentoring Workshop on African American Aging Research 
June 3-5, 2020 - Ann Arbor, MI 

This workshop emphasizes training in numerous areas including: 1) publishing in peer review journals, 2) 
writing grant proposals to the NIH, 3) the tenure process, 4) ethical conduct of research, 5) successful 
mentoring and collaborative relationships, and, most importantly, 6) how to navigate the academy. 

Drs. Robert Joseph Taylor, Khari Brown and Amanda Woodward are the program faculty. 
This workshop is for junior (non-tenured) faculty and advanced graduate students. The primary 
objectives are on research skill enhancement, career mentoring, and professional development. 

Please note that we take a life-span/course approach to African American aging.  As such, scholars who 
do research exclusively on African American aging, as well as those who do research on issues that have 
a life span/course emphasis (e.g., inter-generational relationships, health disparities, adult mental 
health, health care utilization, religious participation, and social support networks), will find this 
workshop useful.  
Costs:  Up to 15 stipends for $1,000 will be awarded to defray travel and hotel expenses.  
Eligibility: Assistant Professors, PhD candidates and advanced doctoral program graduate students; U.S. 
citizen or permanent resident 
How to Apply: If you are interested in being considered for this workshop, please apply by providing 
electronic copies of the following materials:  

• A letter concisely describing your research plans with details about your current level of 
preparation for a research career. Please describe how participation in this workshop would 
contribute to your research career (2-page limit). 

• Current curriculum and vitae. 
• The name, phone number and email of a person who can comment on your research 

potential. 
• One copy of prior published or unpublished work that provides evidence of your potential 

for rigorous social science research (e.g. dissertation abstract, chapter, article, conference 
paper).  

EMAIL TO: Email completed applications as a single PDF file to Ms. Minti Henderson minti@umich.edu 
and Professor Taylor rjtaylor@umich.edu by Monday April 06, 2020. 

Joint World Conference on Social Work Education and Social Development 
June 28th – July 1st, NOVEMBER 8TH TO 11TH, 2020 - Remini, Italy 

Under the title PROMOTE HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS : BRIDGING THE FUTURE, we will discuss how Social 
Work education, research and practice as well as social policy should move forward by finding 

https://ssw.umich.edu/offices/continuing-education/certificate-courses/mixed-methods-research
https://ssw.umich.edu/offices/research/projects-grants/michigan-center-for-urban-african-american-aging-research/13072
http://www.swesd2020.org/Web/62/WELCOME/
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alternative responses to promote human well-being, so as to enable everyone to become fully 
integrated in their social life; developing actions and policies in order to ensure people’s fundamental 
rights without losing sight of their abilities and capabilities; promoting the development of welcoming 
and educated local communities, empowered through people' participation. 
These alternatives, in accordance with the founding principles of social work and social development, 
can build bridges between social actors in the community (public institutions. non-profit organizations, 
for-profit agencies, etc.) with the aim of creating a new network of solidarity. 

3rd Annual National Native Health Research Training Conference 
June 29-July 1, 2020 - Temecula, CA – Look for updates online for rescheduling 

The 3rd Annual National Native Health Research Training Conference that will be held June 29- July 1, 
2020 at the Pechanga Resort & Casino in Temecula, CA. This conference is co-organized by the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services Indian Health Service (HHS/HIS), the American Indian Higher 
Education Commission (AIHEC), and the American Indian Science & Engineering Society (AISES) and aims 
to build capacity and disseminate new and best practices for American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) 
health research. This year’s theme is “Governance, Trust and Culture” and in addition to plenary talks, 
the conference will include four concurrent session tracks: Behavioral Health, Biomedical and Health 
Systems Research, Traditional Medicine, and Traditional Ecological Knowledge/Environmental Health 
Sciences (TEK/EHS). For more details on how to participate in this conference and the concurrent 
session tracks, please click on the link above. The deadline to submit an abstract is May 4, 2020 and 
registration closes June 1, 2020. 

23rd International AIDS Conference 
July 6 – 10, 2020 – DONE VIRTUALLY  

Scholarships available for excellent training institute in July! 
July 26-31, 2020, Univeristy of California, Los Angeles 
Applications are now being accepted for the 2020 mHealth Training Institute (mHTI). The week-long, 
residential program blends “deep dives” into the latest mHealth technologies and methodologies with 
team-science projects to provide the selected scholars with the transdisciplinary knowledge, 
competencies and collaborative networks required to tackle “wicked” healthcare problems.   

Missouri Prevention Science Institute Summer of R Training 
August 17-21, 2020 - Colombia, MO 

The Missouri Prevention Science Institute on the University of Missouri Campus is hosting a Summer of 
R training from August 17-21, 2020. The training will focus on basic application in the education and 
social sciences and basic statistical training is required.The overall workshop will consist of four modules 
that can be attended separately or combined into a full week of training. Module I: Data Exploration and 
Linear Regression; Module II: Multilevel Modeling; Module III: Causal Inference; Module IV: Item 
Response Theory. Instructors are world renowed methodolgoists and include Drs. Francis Huang, 
Wolfgang Wiedermann, Wes Bonifay and Youngnam Kim.  

Arizona's Rural Women's Health Network: Online Sexual Violence Training for Community Health 
Workers  
Ongoing- online 
The Arizona Rural Women's Health Network offers a 4-hour course that provides an introduction to 
basic knowledge and skills useful in assisting and responding to victims of sexual violence. The online 
course includes self-paced modules, a workbook, and a simulated role-play scenario. Learning objectives 
include: Identify and define types of sexual violence; Respond appropriately to victims of sexual 
violence; Relate individual and community partner roles in responding to and supporting victims of 
sexual violence; Recognize signs of burnout and vicarious trauma and learn about ways to cope. While 

http://www.nnhrti.org/
https://www.aids2020.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiA-vLyBRBWEiwAzOkGVLDFR11IYrd6543a9GVXMR3P7aCbTcgR88lU5z81dRdHqZpYofLhuRoCAUsQAvD_BwE
https://mhti.md2k.org/
http://moprevention.org/summery-of-r/
https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/funding/4295?utm_source=racupdate&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=update061919
https://www.ruralhealthinfo.org/funding/4295?utm_source=racupdate&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=update061919
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there are a few slides that contain Arizona specific statistics, most of the information provided is 
relevant in any state. Training is offered at no cost. 

Good Clinical Practice (GCP) Updated Course 
Ongoing- online 
Here is a training module designed to prepare study staff responsible for the conduct of trials with 
human participants from protocol development through study closeout. The Good Clinical Practice 
(GCP) course is designed to prepare research staff in the conduct of clinical trials with human 
participants. The 12 modules included in the course are based on ICH GCP Principles and the Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) for clinical research trials in the U.S. The course is self-paced and takes 
approximately six hours to complete. 

Stay tuned for this great on-campus opportunity 
The ALACRITY Center will be conducting a grant writing “boot camp” in the near future. The plan will be 
to conduct this in alignment with February, June, and October grant submission deadlines.  They will be 
sharing more details about content and timing in the near future and we will keep you posted. 

Call for Papers:   

Journal of Asian American Studies Special Issue 
Viral Racisms: Asians/Americans and Pacific Islanders Respond to COVID-19 
Deadline: June 1 
From the first reports of the “coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID-19) outbreak in Wuhan, China in 
December, 2019 and the World Health Organization (WHO)’s declaration of COVID-19 as pandemic on 
March 11, 2020, xenophobic and anti-Asian rhetoric has exacerbated in the United States and globally. 
The U.S. president unapologetically insists on referring to COVID-19 as “the Chinese virus.” 
Consequently but not surprisingly, the increase of such racially-charged and scientifically incorrect 
rhetoric has been accompanied by the increase in microaggressions, discrimination, violence and hate 
crimes related to COVID-19 against Asian/American individuals, families and communities within the US 
and in the greater Asian diaspora (U.K., Canada, Italy, Australia, Brazil, etc.). Although the nature of the 
pandemic itself is ever shifting, it is critically important to bring the voices and experiences of 
Asians/Americans, Pacific Islanders, and allies to the center of the discourse from the periphery. 

Please do contact the editors of the special issue with any questions at JAAS.covid19@gmail.com 

 

 

AAPI Nexus Journal: Asian Americans And Pacific Islanders Policy, Practice 
Inflection Point 2020: Coronavirus, Census and Elections for AAPIs? 
Deadline: June 15, 2020 
The year 2020 will reshape the future landscape of the United States and the world. As a watershed year 
in which three major events occur: the coronavirus pandemic, decennial census, and a presidential 
election. The convergence of these three could bring about wildly different outcomes that it represents 
an inflection point for our social, economic, health and political future.  Issues at stake include fair 
political representation, faith in political institutions, affordable health care, protection of civil liberties, 
equitable economic recovery and immigrant rights. AAPI Nexus Journal asks what are the implications 
for the next ten to twenty years?  We invite authors to share original research, resource papers, and 
informed opinion essays offering a perspective of how the coronavirus, census, presidential election or 
the interaction among the three will impact Asian Pacific America. 

The American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry - COVID-19: Call for Papers 

https://gcp.nidatraining.org/?utm_campaign=AprExtramural&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.press.jhu.edu/journals/journal-asian-american-studies/author-guidelines#toc_header
mailto:JAAS.covid19@gmail.com
http://www.aapinexus.org/journal/call-for-papers/
https://www.ajgponline.org/covid-19-call-for-papers
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To serve the needs of our readership and the clinical and scientific communities at large, the Journal 
invites a broad range of submissions related to COVID- 19 and geriatric mental health. This may include 
case reports, case series, commentary articles, and narrative reviews. Subsequently, as more data are 
gathered, we anticipate publishing observational studies, and eventually longer-term epidemiological 
studies. As per editorial policy, all submissions will be subject to peer review, but we will expedite 
publication and all accepted papers related to COVID-19 will be made openly available and free of 
charge in the interest of public knowledge. We believe that in taking a proactive leadership role in this 
crisis, the Journal and the American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry (AAGP) will empower the 
scientific and global health community to effectively plan for the care of older adults, avoid the risk that 
this population is marginalized in policy discussions around COVID-19, and ensure that we generate the 
highest possible level of information to guide the most effective care at the critical time. 

Affilia: Journal of Women and Social work  
The journal writes to send our best wishes for your health and well-being during these difficult times 
and to alert you to a couple of publication-related issues. 

In-Brief Submissions on COVID topics - It is clear that within the massively differential effect the 
pandemic is having across our communities, there are many emergent topics of urgency and relevance 
for feminist social work. We invite you to send us COVID-related In-Brief manuscripts which can be 
turned around quickly. The In-Brief format is designed for short reports and opinion pieces on current 
issues of relevance to feminist social work. It allows us to raise and discuss pressing issues of the day or 
to report on new developments and innovations, in a less prescribed format. Maximum page length is 
10 pages, including references. Timelines - As authors or reviewers, you will be receiving the usual 
automated messages from the ScholarOne system about deadlines. 

Social Work Practice in the Era of the COVID-19 Pandemic: Challenges and Innovations 
October 15, 2020 
The impact of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has and will continue to have tremendous 
impact on the health and social well-being for populations across the world. Social workers, like 
many other professions, are addressing these needs in direct service provision and planning 
efforts to ameliorate unprecedented disruption across health, social, and economic systems. In 
September 2019, the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine released a 
consensus study entitled ‘Integrating Social Care into the Delivery of Health Care: Moving 
Upstream to Improve the Nation's Health.’ The emergence of COVID-19 has further 
underscored the powerful influence of the upstream social determinants of health on individual 
and population level health outcomes. Now, more than ever, is a critical time to address both 
social needs within the context of health care service delivery. 
 
Pandemics, Economics, Systems, and the Future of Social Work 
Deadline: November 1, 2020 
The COVID-19 pandemic and resultant concatenated economic crises have changed the world 
dramatically.  This special issue will seek to explore what social work should look like in the future—how 
can it be relevant, proactive, ethical, and play a role in creating a better future? How will or should our 
current crisis expand, enhance, and evolve social work as we know it? 

 

 

 

 

https://journals.sagepub.com/home/aff
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=wshc20
https://academic.oup.com/sw/pages/nasw_calls_for_papers
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UW Research Resources Grant Opportunities Research Policies & Compliance 

Library:Data Management Tools SWRnet Travel Planning 

Research Services PIVOT Office for Sponsored Programs 

SSW Research UW Funding Policies, Procedures & Guidance 

Forms and Templates NIH Guide to Grants & 
Contracts 

Research Integrity and 
Compliance 

Human Subjects Division Grants.gov Zipline 

 

 

NIH Reporter  

Sources include SSWnet, UW Libraries, NIH, UW Psych Newsletter 

* Office for Faculty Excellence and Research 

 

Newsletter Contact/Editor: 

Remember to send your research news (e.g 
upcoming events, new studies, publications, 
presentations, awards for research activities, 
announcements of funding sources, etc.). In the 
subject line of email please put “newsletter” and 
send them to: 

Courtney Howell 
BMRG Project Manager 
cjuneh@uw.edu 
(206) 685-4077 

 

https://guides.lib.uw.edu/research/dmg/dmp
http://www.bu.edu/swrnet/
https://finance.uw.edu/travel/travel-planning
https://www.washington.edu/research/resources/funding-opportunities/
https://pivot.proquest.com/session/login
https://www.washington.edu/research/osp/
https://socialwork.uw.edu/research
https://www.washington.edu/research/resources/funding-opportunities/
https://www.washington.edu/research/policies/policy-regulations/
https://www.washington.edu/research/forms-and-templates/guide-fhcrc-and-seattle-childrens-investigators/
https://grants.nih.gov/funding/searchguide/nih-guide-to-grants-and-contracts.cfm?Activity_Code=&Expdate_On_After=&OrderOn=RelDate&OrderDirection=DESC&OpeningDate_On_After=&maxreldate=2016-01-13%2013:49:42.0&Parent_FOA=All&PrimaryICActive=Any&RelDate_On_After=&Status=1&SearchTerms=&PAsToo=1&RFAsToo=1&NoticesToo=0&TitleText=&AppPackage=Any&Activity_Code_Groups=&Include_Sponsoring=1&SearchTermOperator=Logical_OR
https://grants.nih.gov/funding/searchguide/nih-guide-to-grants-and-contracts.cfm?Activity_Code=&Expdate_On_After=&OrderOn=RelDate&OrderDirection=DESC&OpeningDate_On_After=&maxreldate=2016-01-13%2013:49:42.0&Parent_FOA=All&PrimaryICActive=Any&RelDate_On_After=&Status=1&SearchTerms=&PAsToo=1&RFAsToo=1&NoticesToo=0&TitleText=&AppPackage=Any&Activity_Code_Groups=&Include_Sponsoring=1&SearchTermOperator=Logical_OR
https://www.washington.edu/research/compliance/
https://www.washington.edu/research/compliance/
https://www.washington.edu/research/hsd/
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html
https://www.washington.edu/research/hsd/zipline/
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm
mailto:cjuneh@uw.edu

